Notice 07/2023 – Technical Advisory Committee

Results of the Ordinary Review of the IBEX® GENDER EQUALITY Index

Indices
June 8, 2023
At its meeting on 8th June 2023, the Technical Advisory Committee decided the following changes in the composition of the IBEX® GENDER EQUALITY Index, in accordance with the Technical Regulations for the Composition and Calculation of the IBEX® Indices and Strategy Indexes on Stocks administrated by Sociedad de Bolsas:

**IBEX® GENDER EQUALITY**

**Stocks added to the index**
- ATRESMEDIA (A3M)
- ALMIRALL (ALM)
- ATRYS (ATRY)
- CELLNEX (CLNX)
- DIA (DIA)
- GL. DOMINION (DOM)
- GESTAMP (GEST)
- GRIFOLS (GRF)
- METROVACESA (MVC)
- LABORAT. ROVI (ROVI)
- VOCENTO (VOC)

**Stocks deleted from the index**
- CLIN. BAVIERA (CBAV)
- LIBERTAS 7 (LIB)
- TUBOS REUNID. (TRG)
The individual weighting of stocks will be adjusted to fulfil the equal weighting of the securities within the index.

This represents the definitive composition of the Index, unless the Index Manager needs to adjust it due to any financial operations notified following the publication of this announcement.

These changes will be applied as from **19th June 2023**. The adjustment to the IBEX® GENDER EQUALITY Index shall take place after close of trading on June 16th.

This information is hereby placed in the public domain for the appropriate purposes.

Madrid, June 8th, 2023